ERRATA CORRIGENDA

P. 20, stave 4, Cantus 1: add comma after "vint".
P. 29, bottom stave: add comma after "sainté" in Cantus and after "joye" in Tenor.
P. 31, stave 3, Cantus: "po-oîr" should have Umlaut on the "i".
P. 48, Cantus, stave 4: "-pe-che" (add hyphen).
P. 58, stave 5, Tenor: "-ba-te-ment" (add hyphen).
P. 61, bottom stave, last word, both voices: comma instead of period.
P. 62, stave 2, Cantus, second line of text, next to last word: replace "ma" by "sa".
P. 63, bottom stave, Cantus: read "tous jours" (remove hyphen).
P. 64, stave 2, Cantus, bar 9: remove "que".
P. 68, stave 4, Cantus, bar 16: remove period after "roy".